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ON THE FUNCTORIAL PROLONGATIONS OF FIBER BUNDLES
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Abstract. We study the prolongation of various geometric structures on a fibered manifold with
respect to the Weil functor TA or a fiber product preserving bundle functor F on the category of
all fibered manifolds withm-dimensional bases and their morphisms with local diffeomorphisms
as base maps. Special attention is paid to connections, vector bundles, principal bundles and
weak principal bundles.
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There are two important classes of geometric functors that can be characterized
in terms of Weil algebras. About 1987, it was clarified that the product preserving
bundle functors on the category Mf of all manifolds and all smooth maps coincide
with the Weil functors T A, see [2] for a survey. Further, in 1999 W. Mikulski and
the author, [4], analogously described the fiber product preserving bundle functors
F on the category FMm of fibered manifolds with m-dimensional bases and their
morphisms with local diffeomorphisms as base maps.
In the present paper, we discuss the application of both types of functors to various
geometric structures on fibered manifolds and we underline the differences between
both cases. In Section 1, we summarize the basic facts about T A (called Case 1) and
F (called Case 2). The prolongation of vector bundles in both cases is discussed in
Section 2. In Section 3, we consider a general connection   on a fibered manifold
pWY !M and its prolongation T A  to T ApWT AY ! T AM . Section 4 is devoted
to the prolongation of   to FY ! M . Our presentation is systematically based on
the concept of flow natural map  FY of F over Y . In both cases, special attention is
paid to linear connections.
The prolongation T A  of a principal connection   on a principal bundleP !M
is discussed in Section 5. We have already pointed out, [1], that the case of FP !M
is much more complicated. In Section 6, we characterize some induced connections
by the properties related with our original concept of weak principal bundle, [2].
All manifolds and maps are assumed to be infinitely differentiable. Unless other-
wise specified, we use the terminology and notation from the book [3].
The author was supported by GACR under the grant 201/09/0981.
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1. TWO TYPES OF BUNDLE FUNCTORS
We recall that a Weil algebra is a finite dimensional, commutative, associative and
unital algebra of the form A D RN , where N is the ideal of all nilpotent elements
of A. Since N is finite dimensional, there exists an integer r such that N rC1 D 0.
The smallest r with this property is called the order of A. On the other hand, the
dimension wA of the vector space N=N 2 is the width of A. We say that a Weil
algebra of width k and order r is a Weil .k; r/-algebra, [2].
The simpliest example of a Weil .k; r/-algebra is
D
r
k D Rx1; : : : ; xk=hx1; : : : ; xki
rC1 D J r0 .R
k;R/ :
For k D r D 1, D11 D D is the algebra of Study numbers. In [2], we deduced
Lemma 1. Every Weil .k; r/-algebra is a factor algebra of Dr
k
. If %, ﬀ WDr
k
! A
are two algebra epimorphisms, then there exists an algebra isomorphism WDr
k
!
D
r
k
such that % D ﬀ  .
We apply the covariant approach to Weil functors, [2, 3].
Definition 1. Two maps  , WRk ! M determine the same A-velocity jA D
jA if for every smooth function 'WM ! R,
%
 
j r0 .'  /

D %
 
j r0 .'  /

: (1.1)
By Lemma 1, this is independent of the choice of %.
We say that
T AM D fjA I  WRk !M g (1.2)
is the bundle of all A-velocities onM . For every smooth map f WM ! N , we define
T Af WT AM ! T AN by
T Af .jA/ D jA.f  / : (1.3)
Clearly, T AR D A.
Case 1. We say that (1.2) and (1.3) represent the covariant approach to Weil
bundles. The following result is a fundamental assertion, see [2] for a survey.
Theorem 1. The product preserving bundle functors onMf are in bijection with
T A. The natural transformations T A1 ! T A2 are in bijection with the algebra
homomorphisms WA1 ! A2.
We write M WT A1M ! T A2M for the value of WA1 ! A2 on M . If Ai is a
Weil .ki ; ri /-algebra, i D 1; 2, then there exists a polynomial map NWRk2 ! Rk1
such that
M .j
A1/ D jA2.  N/ ;  WRk1 !M : (1.4)
The iteration T A2T A1 corresponds to the tensor product of A1 and A2. The al-
gebra exchange homomorphism exWA1
A2 ! A2
A1 defines a natural exchange
transformation T A2T A1 ! T A1T A2 . We have T D T D.
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The canonical exchange ~AM WT
ATM ! T T AM is called flow natural. Indeed, if
FlXt is the flow of a vector field X WM ! TM , then
T
AX D
@
@t

0
T A.FlXt /WT
AM ! T T AM
is the flow prolongation of X . On the other hand, T AX WT AM ! T ATM is the
functorial prolongation of X . One deduces easily, [2],
T
AX D ~AM  T
AX : (1.5)
Case 2. Consider now a bundle functor F onFMm preserving fiber products. Ex-
amples are the r th jet prolongation J rY , V AY D [x2MT A.Yx/, [x2MJ rx .M; Yx/
and iterations.
We say F is of the base order r if for two FMm-morphisms ',  WY ! Z with
base maps ',  WM ! N , j rx' D j
r
x and 'jYx D  jYx imply F'jFxY D
F jFxY , x 2M .
Write Mfm for the category of m-dimensional manifolds and their local diffeo-
morphisms. The construction of product fibered manifolds defines injection WMfm
Mf ! FMm, .M;N / D .M  N ! M/, .f1; f2/ D f1  f2, f1WM ! M 0,
f2WN ! N
0.
W. Mikulski and the author deduced, [4], that the bundle functors  D F  
on Mfm Mf are in bijection with the pairs .A;H/, where A is a Weil algebra
and H WGrm ! AutA is a group homomorphism of the r th jet group in dimension
m into the group of all algebra automorphisms of A. Since H.g/WA ! A is an
algebra automorphism for every g 2 Grm, we have the induced action HN .g/ D
H.g/N WT
AN ! T AN of Grm on T
AN . Then .M;N/ is the associated fiber
bundle P rMT AN. For a local diffeomorphism f1WM ! M 0 and a smooth map
f2WN ! N
0,
.f1; f2/ D P
rf1T
Af2W.M;N/! .M
0; N 0/ ; (1.6)
where P rf1WP rM ! P rM 0 is the induced local isomorphism of principal fiber
bundles and T Af2WT AN ! T AN 0 is a Grm-equivariant map, [2, 4].
Then the functorF is determined by adding an equivariant algebra homomorphism
t WDrm ! A, where AutD
r
m D G
r
m. We have
FY D

fu;Zg 2 P rMT AY  ; tMu D T
Ap.Z/ ; u 2 P rM ; Z 2 T AY
	
; (1.7)
where tM WT rmM ! T
AM andP rM  T rmM . For anFMm-morphism f WY ! Y
0
over f WM ! M 0, Ff is the restriction of .f ; f / to FY . In the product case
Y DM N , we have
F.M N/ D P rMT AN : (1.8)
If we consider another fibered manifold Y 0 !M over M and f D idM , we have
Ff
 
fu;Zg

D

u; T Af .Z/
	
: (1.9)
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Formally, t induces a natural map
ztY WJ
rY ! FY ; fu;Zg 7!

u; tY .Z/
	
: (1.10)
Geometrically, we interpret a section sWM ! Y as a morphism QsW M ! Y , where
M D .M id ! M/ is the “doubled” manifold. Then F Qs is identified with j rs and
ztY .j
r
x s/ D .F Qs/.x/.
2. PROLONGATION OF VECTOR BUNDLES
Consider a vector bundle pWE !M . The vector addition in E and the multiplic-
ation of vectors by real numbers are two maps
aWE M E ! E ; mWR E ! E : (2.1)
Applying T A, we obtain
T AaWT AE TAM T
AE ! T AE ; T AmWA  T AE ! T AE : (2.2)
If we use R  A and express all the basic properties of a vector bundle in terms of
diagrams, we prove
Proposition 1. T ApWT AE ! T AM is also a vector bundle. 
However, our concept of A-velocity offers a more geometric proof, that is, one of
jet-like character. We have
T AE D fjA;  WRk ! Eg :
For c 2 R, we define cjA.ﬁ/ D jA.c.ﬁ//, ﬁ 2 Rk . If p  1 D p  2, we set
jA
 
1.ﬁ/

C jA
 
2.ﬁ/

D jA
 
1.ﬁ/C 2.ﬁ/

with addition in the individual fibers ofE. Then we verify easily that T AE is a vector
bundle.
We underline that the map T AmWA  T AE ! T AE introduces an action of the
Weil algebra A on T AE, which is important in several applications, [2].
In the case of F D .A;H; t/, we can apply F directly to the first formula in (2.1).
This yields
FaWFE M FE ! FE (2.3)
with the fiber product over M , not over T AM as in (2.2). Further, F can be applied
to fibered manifolds only. Hence, we have to rewrite the second formula from (2.1)
as
mW .M  R/ M E ! E : (2.4)
Using (1.8), we find
FmWP rMA M FE ! FE (2.5)
with the action of Grm on A D R  N determined by H . But R is invariant with
respect to everyH.g/, so thatM R  P rMA. Restricting (2.5) to this subspace,
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we obtain the multiplication by real scalars on FE. A direct discussion of all the
related diagrams imply
Proposition 2. FE !M is also a vector bundle. 
Even here, it is more geometric to apply the jet like approach based on (1.7). Two
V1, V2 2 FxE can be written as
V1 D fu;Z1g ; V2 D fu;Z2g ; Z1; Z2 2 T
AE (2.6)
with the same u 2 P rxM . Then T
Ap.Z1/ D tMu D T
Ap.Z2/ imply that Z1 and
Z2 lie in the same fiber of T AE over tMu 2 T AM . But T AE ! T AM is a vector
bundle and t is invariant. By (1.4), V1CV2 D fu;Z1CZ2g is defined in an intrinsic
way. This leads directly to another proof of our assertion.
3. INDUCED CONNECTIONS ON T AY ! T AM
Consider a general connection   on Y as a lifting map   WY M TM ! T Y . In
[3], we constructed the induced general connection T A  on T ApWT AY ! T AM
by a commutative diagram
T AY TAM T
ATM
TA  //
~A
M

T AT Y
~A
Y

T AY TAM T T
AM
T A  // T T AY
(3.1)
Proposition 3. Let   be a linear connection on the vector bundle pWE ! M .
Then T A  is also linear.
Proof. Linearity of   means
  .u1; X/C   .u2; X/ D   .u1 C u2; X/ ; u1; u2 2 Ex; X 2 TxM :
We have
T
A  WT AE TAM T T
AM ! T T AE
and
T
A  .jA; jA/ D jA  .; / ;
 WRk ! E ; WRk ! TM ; p   D    ;  WTM !M :
Then
T
A  .jA1 C j
A2; j
A/ D jA 
 
1.ﬁ/C 2.ﬁ/; .ﬁ/

D
D jA  .1; /C j
A  .2; / D T
A  .jA1; j
A/C T A  .jA2; j
A/ :
This completes the proof. 
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Example 1. We present the case T A D T in coordinates. Let xi , yp be some fiber
coordinates on Y and
dyp D F
p
i .x; y/ dx
i (3.2)
be the equations of a general connection   . If xi1, y
p
1 are the additional coordinates
on T Y , then the additional equations of T   are, see [2],
dy
p
1 D
@F pi
@xj
x
j
1 C
@F
p
i
@yq
y
q
1

dxi C F
p
i dx
i
1 : (3.3)
In the linear case, we have
dyp D  
p
qi .x/y
q dxi ;
dy
p
1 D
@  pqi
@xj
yqx
j
1 C  
p
qiy
q
1

dxi C  
p
qiy
q dxi1 ;
(3.4)
that is linear in yp and yp1 .
4. INDUCED CONNECTIONS ON FY !M
It was clarified in several concrete problems that if F is of base order r , we need
an auxiliary linear splitting WTM ! J rTM to construct an induced connection
F . ;/WFY M TM ! TFY , [3]. Consider a vector field WM ! TM and
its   -lift   WY ! T Y . The flow prolongation F .  /WFY ! TFY depends
on j r only. This yields F   WFY M J rTM ! TFY linear in J rTM . Then
F . ;/ D F    .id FY ; /.
It is useful to describe this construction by using the flow natural map  FY . In
Section 1, we constructed tTM WJ rTM ! F TM . Consider a projectable vector field
WY ! T Y over WM ! TM . If we interpret  as an FM-morphism WY ! T Y
over idM , we can construct FWFY ! F T Y . By [2], there is a unique map
 FY WF T Y F TM J
rTM ! TFY (4.1)
satisfying
F  D  FY .F ; j
r/ (4.2)
for every . This map is linear in J rTM . Hence
F . ;/ D  FY
 
F.  /; j r

 D F    .id FY ; / : (4.3)
In the case of a vector bundle E,  FE is linear also in F TE, [2]. This implies
directly
Proposition 4. If   is linear, then F . ;/ is linear for every .
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5. THE PRINCIPAL BUNDLE T AP ! T AM
Consider a principal G-bundle pWP ! M and write u  g, u 2 P , g 2 G for the
action of G on P . We shall use the same symbol for the induced action of T AG on
T ApWT AP ! T AM ,
jAu.ﬁ/  jAg.ﬁ/ D jA
 
u.ﬁ/  g.t/

; ﬁ 2 Rk : (5.1)
This is a right action. If jAu1.ﬁ/ and jAu2.ﬁ/ satisfy p  u1 D p  u2, then the
relation
u2.ﬁ/ D u1.ﬁ/  g.ﬁ/
implies that T AP ! T AM is a principal T AG-bundle.
The induced action of G on TP is @
@t

0
v.t/

 g D
@
@t

0
 
v.t/  g

; vWR! P : (5.2)
A principal connection   WP M TM ! TP is characterized by
 

u;
@
@t

0
.t/

 g D  

u  g;
@
@t

0
.t/

;  WR!M : (5.3)
The induced action of T AG on T T AP is
jA
@
@t

0
u.ﬁ; t/

 jAg.ﬁ/ D
@
@t

0
jA
 
u.ﬁ; t/  g.ﬁ/

; (5.4)
uWRk  R! P , gWRk ! G.
Proposition 5. If   is a principal connection on P ! M , then T A  is a prin-
cipal connection on T AP ! T AM .
Proof. For uWRk ! P , gWRk ! G,  WRk  R ! M , we obtain by (5.3) and
(5.4)
T
A 

jA
 
u.ﬁ/

 jAg.ﬁ/;
@
@t

0
jA.ﬁ; t/

D
D T A 

jA
 
u.ﬁ/

;
@
@t

0
jA.ﬁ; t/

 jAg.ﬁ/ :
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
In the case of a bundle P S associated to P with respect to a left action GS !
S , every principal connection   on P induces a general connection  S on P S. If
  .u;X/ D @
@t

0
.t/,  WR! P , then
 S
 
fu; ag; X
	
D
@
@t

0
f.t/; ag ; a 2 S : (5.5)
Consider the induced action T AG  T AS ! T AS . Analogously to Proposition 5,
we deduce
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Proposition 6. We have T A. S / D .T A  /TAS .
6. WEAK PRINCIPAL BUNDLES
It is well known that the r th jet prolongation J rP ! M of a principal G-bundle
P !M is not a principal bundle, [2]. When investigating the functorF D .A;H; t/,
we realized that some general phenomena are reflected in the concept of the weak
principal bundle, [2]. Let K be a Lie group.
Definition 2. A fibered manifold pWC !M is called a group bundle of typeK if
each fiber is a Lie group and for every x 2 M there exists a neighbourhood U such
that p 1.U /  U K.
The group compositions form a base preserving morphism WC M C ! C .
Lemma 2. FWFC M FC ! FC is a group bundle of type T AK.
Proof. By locality, we may assume C D M  K. Write ~WK  K ! K for
the group composition in K. Consider c1; c2 2 FxC , c1 D fu;Z1g, c2 D fu;Z2g,
u 2 P rxM , Z1; Z2 2 T
AK. Using (1.9), we obtain
F~
 
fu;Z1g; fu;Z2g

D

u; T A~.Z1; Z2/
	
:
The lemma is now proved. 
Definition 3. A fibered manifold Q ! M is called a weak principal bundle with
structure group bundleC !M if we are given a base-preserving morphism %WQM
C ! Q such that each group Cx acts simply transitively on the right on Qx .
Clearly, the principal bundle is a weak principal bundle, the group bundle of which
is the product M K.
Example 2. We have F.M  G/ D P rMT AG. This is a group bundle of type
T AG. ApplyingF to %WPM .MG/! P , we obtainF%WFPMP rMT AG!
FP . This defines a weak principal bundle structure on FP for every principal bundle
P .
Proposition 7. For a weak principal bundle %WQMC ! Q, F%WFQMFC !
FQ is also a weak principal bundle.
Proof. By locality, the problem reduces to Example 2. 
Definition 4. A connection WC M TM ! TC is called a group connection if
.ci ; X/ D
@
@t

0
ui .t/, i D 1; 2, imply .~.ci ; c2/; X/ D @@t

0
~.u1.t/; u2.t// for
every c1, c2 2 Cx , X 2 TxM .
Definition 5. A connection   WQM TM ! TQ is called weak principal with re-
spect to a group connectionWCMTM ! TC if   .u;X/ D @@t

0
u.t/,.c;X/ D
@
@t

0
c.t/ implies
  .%.u.0/; c.0//; X/ D @
@t

0
%.u.t/; c.t//, uWR! Q, cWR! C .
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Clearly, if C D M K is the product bundle, a weak principal connection   on
Q with respect to the product connection on C is principal.
Using the ideas of Section 4, one deduces directly
Proposition 8. If   is a weak principal connection on Q with respect to a group
connection  on C , then F . ;/ is weak principal with respect to F .;/ for
every .
Remark. In the theory of prolongation of geometric object fields, one modifies
the weak principal bundle J rP into a principal bundle by constructing W rP D
J rP M P
rM , [3]. In [1], A. Cabras and the author have described a general
procedure of this type.
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